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Let E be a Hilbert space. A function f: E + E is Lipschitz if there is a 
constant L so that [IS(b)-f(a)11 d L Ilb-ali for all a, he E. Suppose the 
difference quation, xi + 1 = xi + f(xi), has a period p solution. What is the 
minimal value of L? 
Busenberg and Martelli [l] showed L32 sin(n/p) (Fisher [2] finds 
analogous results when E is only a normed space). However, this is exact 
when E has dimension two or more. This paper completely answers the 
question by giving exact lower bounds on L when E is l-dimensional, i.e., 
E= % (see Fig. 1). 
DEFINITION 1. Let 3 be the set of Lipschitz functions on %. For all 
f~ 9, let L(f) be the minimal Lipschitz constant of j Given x,, E ‘93, for 
all i > 0, recursively define 
xi+1 = xj +f(x;). (1) 
Forp>l,letR,~~withfERI,ifthereisanx,withx,#x,andx,=x,. 
Let B, = mf/, Rp L(f). 
Section 1 shows when p is even, B, = 2. Section 2 finds B, when p is odd. 
These results depend on a corollary of Sharkovsky’s Theorem. 
’ Current address is University of Colorado, Denver, CO 80204. 
: This work was done at Harvey Mudd College. 
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FIG. 1. Bounds for the Lipschitz constant: Let f be a Lipschitz function on the real 
line with constant L so that for some x0, the difference equation xi+1 =x,+f(x,) has a 
period p solution (xP =x,,). Let BP be the largest number such that L> BP for all such J’Y 
For even p, BP = 2. Then BP is the largest root of 1 - (r3 - t2 - 3ff l)(t - l)P-‘. Since 
B, > B, > . > 2.17008, we have the title result. 
SHARKOVSKY'S THEOREM [4]. Consider this ordering of the natural num- 
bers: 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . . 6, 10, 14, 18, . . . . 12, 20, 28, 36, . . . . 8, 4, 2, 1. Let f be a 
continuous function. If (1) has a period p solution, then (1) has a period q 
solution for all q after p in the ordering. 
COROLLARY 1. BS>BsBB,> ... aB,k ... aB,>B,>B,. 
Proof: By Sharkovsky’s Theorem, if k precedes 1 in the ordering, 
Rk E R,. Hence B, = inf,f, RkL(f) > inf/, R, L(f) = B,. a 
1. EVEN PERIODS 
Theorem 1 gives a lower bound B, for even p. 
LEMMA 1. B,>2. 
Proof If f e R,, there is a # b with f(a) = b -a and f(b) = a- 6. 
So L(f) lb-al 2 If(b)-f(a)1 =2 lb-al and hence L(f)>2 Thus, 
B2 = infJ, R2 Uf)22. I 
LEMMA 2. B,d2. 
Proof: Given E E (0, 1 ), let f, be the piecewise linear function in Fig. 2. 
Then f6e R6 and ~(fe)=(f(~S)-f(~d)/(~Z--5)=2+~l(1--). So 
B6 = inf,, R6 L(f)<lim,,,L(f,)=lim,,,2+c/(l-.s)=2. 1 
THEOREM 1. For even p, B, = 2. In other words, tf (1) has an even period 
solution, then L(f) >, 2 and this is exact. 
Proof: This follows from Corollary I, and Lemma 1 and 2. m 
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FIG. 2. This is a graph of y =f,(x) from the proof of Lemma 2. The difference equation 
x ,+, =x,+f,(x,) with x,,= 1 has a period 6 solution, while fE is Lipschitz with constant 
2+E/(l -8). 
2. ODD PERIODS 
In this section, assume p > 1 is an odd number. Theorem 4 finds BP. The 
key result is Theorem 3. It shows if (1) has a period p solution but no 
lower order odd period solutions, then there is a period p solution of (1) 
whose members are in a certain order. This allows us to consider only one 
(out of (p - 1)!/2) ordering. 
2.1 Period Three 
Before finding B, for all p, we directly find B,. While Theorem 0 follows 
from Theorem 4, its proof is simpler and provides insight into the general 
case. 
THEOREM 0. B, = (1 + fi)/2. In other words, if (1) has a period 3 solu- 
tion, then L(f) > (1 + fi)/2 and this is exact. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume x1 < xz < sj is a period 3 
solution. Then CIZX~--X, and B=x~ -x2 are positive. Let r=P/a. Then 
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f(xi) = ~1, f(xz) = ra and f(x3) = -(l + r)a. The Lipschitz condition then 
gives 
If(x2)-f(xl)l GL lx2-xll *Jr- 11 GL 
If(x3)-f(xz)l QL (x3-x2J +- 1 +2r,(LraL’max ( 
1 
‘r-1” 2+; > ’ 
The function max( (r - 11, 2 + l/r) is minimized when r = (3 + a)/2 So 
L3(l+JiQ2. 
Consider (1) with f(x) = 1 - 1x1 (1 + ,/l?)/2. Then [x,, x2, x3] = 
co, 1, (1 - $3/21 is a period 3 solution. Further, L(f) = (1 + &)/2. 
Thus the bound is exact. a 
2.2 The Critical Orderings 
Let g(x) = x +f(x). Then (1) becomes 
exi+ 1 = Axi). (2) 
DEFINITION 2. Let X= {xi, x2, . . . . x,} be a periodic solution of (2). 
Let i,, i,, . . . i, be the permutation of (1,2, . . . p> with xi, < xi2 < . . . < xip. 
Let y, = xi,. Let Ik be the interval [yk, yk+ ,I. Let the Straffin digraph of 
X have nodes 1, 2, . . . p - 1 and an arc from node j to node k (denoted 
j+ k) if and only if g(Zk)Eg(Zi). Let RE [r,, r2, . . . r,] be a cycle (with 
IRJ =q) if rq-+rl and for all 1 <k<q, rk+rk+l. A cycle is an orbit if it 
does not consist of two or more identical cycles. 
THEOREM 2 (Straflin [S]). Let X= (xl, x2, . . . . x,} be a period p solu- 
tion of (2). Zf the Straffin digraph of X has an orbit of period k, then (2) has 
a period k solution. 
Lemmas 3 and 4 follow immediately from Definition 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let H be a Straffin digraph on p- 1 nodes. Let il, i,, . . . i,, be 
as in Definition 2. Let h,, hZ, . . . . h, be the inverse permutation of i, , i,, . . . iP. 
Then for all 1 < k <p, either h, + (hk + 1 - 1) or hk -+ hk + , , Further, either 
(hk-l)+(hk+,-1) or (h,‘l)-+h,+,. 
LEMMA 4. Let H be a Straffin digraph generated by a period p solution 
of (2). For all 1 <i<p, the set (k ] i -+ k) is a contiguous set of integers. 
Lemma 5 and Theorem 3 are based on Ho and Morris [3]. In fact, they 
can be culled from the proof of their Proposition 3.1. However, since their 
results are logically independent of these results, completeness requires that 
the proofs be presented here. 
LEMMA 5. A Straffin digraph on p - 1 nodes has a cycle of period p. 
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Proof. Let h,, h,, . . . . h, be as in Lemma 3. Without loss of generality, 
assume i, = 1 (this can be done by starting (2) at y,). Let r, = 1. For 
1 6 k < p, recursively define 
h ktl if rk+hk+, r k+l= 
{ h k+l -1 if rk+(hk+,-1). 
This is well-defined by Lemma 3. Then for 1 <k <p, rk + rk+ , and either 
rp = h, or rp = h, - 1. Since either rp = h, or r,, = h, - 1, Lemma 3 gives 
r,, -+ r,. So R= [r,, r2, . . . r,,] is a cycle. 1 
THEOREM 3. If (2) has a period p solution and no lower order odd 
solutions, then (2) has a period p solution, x,, x2, . . . xp, where 
xp, xp ~ 2, . . . . x, , x2, x4, . . xpp, is monotonic. 
Proof: Let H be a Straflin digraph generated by (2) which satisfies the 
hypothesis. An orbit is banned if its period is 3, 5, 7, .,., p - 2. By 
Theorem 2, H has no banned orbits. Let R be a cycle of period p promised 
by Lemma 5. Since H has p - 1 nodes, the pigeonhole principle gives that 
a node is repeated in R. So there are cycles S and T with R = S + T. Since 
IS/+ITI=pisodd,andSandTarenotbanned,ISI=p-landITI=l. 
Let [n,] = T. Then R= S+ [n,]. 
If S has a repeated node, there are cycles Ii and V with S = U + I/ and 
n, E U. If IUI > 1, either U or [n,] + U is banned. If IUI = 1, then V is 
banned. So S has no repeats. Let S = [n,, n,, . . . . npp ,I. Then np , + n, 
and nk-+nk+, for 1 bk<p- 1. 
Ifnk+n,for l<k<p-1,then W=[n,,n,,...,n,]isanorbit.Soeither 
W or W+[n,] is banned. So nk+n, for l<k<p-1. Similarly, if 
k<l- 1 and nk-+n,, then W= [n,, n2 ,..., nk, n,, n,, ,,..., n -.,I is an 
orbit. So either W or W + [n,] is banned. So nk f, n, for all k < I- 1. 
Since n, -+ n,, n, --) nz, andn,+nifori>2,Lemma3givesn,=n,+1. 
Without loss of generality, assume n, = n, + 1 (see Fig. 3). Then 
igb,,,), g(~,,+l)) = {Y,,, Y,,,+~). Since g(.v,,,)+.v,,, we must have 
dL’nl)=Y,,,+7 and dyn,+l)=L’n,. 
FIG. 3. Theorem 3 when n = 13. Theorem 3 shows that if - ,+, = g(z,) has a period 13 solu- 
tion, but no solutions with period 3, 5, 7, 9, or 11, then there is a period 13 solution, s,. 
x2, . . . . xl3 with the ordering shown above (or its reverse). The arrows show how g maps the 
point (e.g., g(ys) = yS). The points are not necessarily evenly spaces. 
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Since &,,+ 1)= Y,, and n2 ft nl, g(y,,+2) CY,,. Since n2 -+ n, and 
n2 ftnk for k>X dy,,+2 ) = y,, - 1 and n3 = n, - 1. Similarly, since 
dYn,) = Yn,+2 and n,+n,, g(y,,p1)>y,,l+2. Since n3+n4 and n,+n, 
for k>4, g(y,,-I)=y,,I+3 and n4=nl +2. 
Continuing, we find that for 1 < i < p, 
and 
n, + (i- 1)/2 if i is odd 
ni= 
n, -if2 if i is even, 
g(Yi) = 1 Y2nl-i+2 if idn, Y2nl-i+l if i>n,. 
By elimination, g(y,) = y,, + , . Then n, = (p - 1)/2. Letting x, = 
yfp+, _ (- lj,ij,z gives the desired solution. 1 
2.3 Finding the Lipschitz Constant 
Theorem 3 showed that only one ordering of the iterates of (1) has to be 
considered. Given that, finding the Lipschitz constant becomes a linear 
algebra exercise. 
LEMMA 6. Let x1, x2, . . . . x, be a periodic solution of (1). Let r and f be 
(p - l)-vectors with 
i 
x2-x1 
ri= (-l)i(x,~I-xi+*) 
and 
Then f= A,r with 
2 1 0 0 0 ... 
0 1 1 0 0 ... 
0 0 1 1 0 ... 
A,= 0 0 0 *.. . . . 
. . . 1 1 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 
1 0 1 .*. 0 1 
if i=l 
if i> 1, 
if i=l 
if i> 1. 
0 
0 
0 :I 0 1 -1 
where, except for the last element, the bottom row consists of alternating l’s 
and 0’s. 
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Proof. Since xi solves (1 ), f(x,) = x1 - xp and for 1 < i < p, f(x,) = 
X ,+I - xi. Then 
if i=l 
if i>l 
i 
-x,+2x,-x, if i=l 
= x,-,-xx,-,-xX,+x, if i=p-1 
(-l)i(x,+2-xi+,-xi+xi-l) otherwise 
if i=l 
... +r,p2-rp--l if i=p-1 = (Apr),. I 
otherwise. 
LEMMA 7. Let P,(t)=1-(t3-t2-3t+l)(t-1)P-3. ThenDet(tZ-A,)= 
ppw. 
Proof: Cofactor expansion along the bottom row of tl- A,, results in 
submatrices with only one nonzero permutation. Then 
(P - 5v2 
Det(tZ-A,)=(t+1)(t-2)(t-1)P~3-l-(t-2)(t-1) 1 (t-1)2’ 
/=O 
l-(t3-tfZ-3t+l)(t-l)P-3 = 
t . I 
LEMMA 8. The dominant eigenvalue of A, is associated with a positive 
left eigenvector. 
Proof. Since Ai is nonnegative and irreducible, its dominant eigenvalue 
is associated with a positive left eigenvector. Since the first column of A,, 
is nonnegative, the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 9. Let t, be the largest root of P,. Then t, > t, > t, > . . . 
Proof. Let 1 < q < p be odd numbers. Since Py(tp) = 1 - 
l/(t,- I)PPq>O and lim,,, P,(t)= -CO, t,> t,. 1 
THEOREM 4. BP = t,. In other words, if (1) has a period p solution, then 
L(f) 2 t, and this is exact. Table I gives BP for p = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 
ProoJ Suppose (1) has a period q solution where q = 3, 5, . . . . p - 2. By 
induction, L(f) 2 B, = t, > t,. 
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TABLE I 
Maximal Lower Bounds for L Showing the 
Maximal Lower Bound for the Lipschitz Constant off 
when (1) has a Period p Solution 
Period 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
co 
(1+&2.302776 
2 
N 2.251071 
2 
x2.231152 
L 
x 2.214408 
2 
z 2.202834 
2 
~2.194510 
2 
z 2.188383 
2 for even numbers 
2.170086487... for odd numbers 
Otherwise, Theorem 3 gives that either xi+, = xi + f(xi) or 
xi+l = xi -f(xi) has a period p solution with xP < xPP2 < . . . < x1 < x2 < 
x,< ... <X,-l. Then r is a positive vector. Lemma 7 promises a positive 
vector y with yTA,= tpyT. Then, 
tpyTr=yTApr=yTf<yT(fJ<LyTr, 
Since y and r are positive vectors, yTr > 0. Simplifying gives L 2 tp. 
Consider j,,(x)= 1 - tp 1x1 (see Fig. 4). Then L(f)= t,. Then, if x0=0, 
xi+l = xi + fP(xi) implies x, = 1, x2=tp-2, and for i~Z[3,p], 
xi = Pi(tp)/tp. Since xP = x0, this is a period p solution. So BP = t,. 1 
Note. The period p solution given above is unstable. In particular, if 
Ix01 is sufficiently small, then x,,=(t,,+ l)(t,- l)p-l [x0( >3 (x01. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f be Lipschitz. If(1) has an odd period solution, then 
2 Jlo cos 
c3 
1 arccos 
3 
(9 + 9 ~ 2.17@,86487 . . . . 
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FIG. 4. A period 15 solution: This shows f(x) = 1 - 1,s 1.x with the period 15 solution to 
x, f I =x, +f(xi) with x,, = 0. This shows that B,, < t,,. 
Proof Since a3 - a* - 3a + 1 = 0, we have P,(a) = 1. Then 
W 4 m P,(t) = -co implies a < t,. Therefore, if (1) has a period p solu- 
tion, L(f) 3 t, 2 a. t 
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